
Prove that a subgroup N of a group G is normal in G if and only if the
product of any two right cosets of N in G is again a right coset of N in G.         08

UNIT-V

Let <j> :G —> Gl be a homomorphism. Prove that kernel of (f> is a normal
subgroup of G. 05

If 0 is a homomorphism of a group G onto a group G with kernel K,
then prove that &/ = G 05

Represent (1. 2, 3) (4 5) (16 7 8 9) (1 5) as a product of disjoint cycles
and find its order. 05

If o is a homomorphism of a group G into a group G, then prove that
(i) <j> (e) = e, where e is the identity element of G
in) </> (x~x) = (<f> (x))"1 V xs G. 05

Prove that the set of all automorphisms of a group G is a group. 05

Prove that every permutation is the product of its disjoint cycles. 05
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Note:   Answer any TEN questions from Part–A. Each question in Part–A carries 3 marks.
Answer FIVE full questions from Part–B choosing ONE full question from each unit.

PART A 3x10=30

1. a) Evaluate 

b)  Find by double integration the area of the region enclosed by r = cos and the lines  = 0 
and  = 

c) Evaluate the line integral  where 

C: 
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d) Determine the singular points of the function 

e) Show that does not exist anywhere for .

f) Show that  is entire.

g) Given the equation , find an equation of the graph with respect to the x  and y  

axes after a rotation of axes through an angle of radian measure 
4
x

h) Find the angle of rotation required to remove the mixed term in the equation 

i) Remove xy term from the equation xy + 4 = 0.

j) Show that every subgroup of an obelian group is normal. 

k) If G is a group and  G, let  , then show that N(a) is a 
subgroup of G.

l) Prove that intersection of two subgroups of a group G is itself a subgroup of G.

m) Let G be a group of all positive real numbers under multiplication and  be the group of all 
real numbers under addition. Define   by   Show that  is a 
homomorphism and find the Kernel of .

n) Compute baa 1}  if     a = (1   3   5) (1  2),    b = (1   5   7   9).

o) i) What is the order of the symmetric group Sn?

ii) What is the number of even permutations of n elements?

PART B
UNIT 1

2. a) Find an approximate value of the double integral   where R is 
the rectangular region having vertices (0, −2) and (3, 0). Take a partition of R formed 
by the lines x = 1, x =2 and y = −1. Take ),( ii xx  at the centre of the ith sub region.  (6)

   
b)  Find the volume of the solid under the plane z = 4x and above the circle 

 in the xy plane using double integration. (6) 

c) Evaluate   
}

}}
1

0 0 0

)(
x yx

dxdydzzyx (6)

3 a) Suppose that a particle moves along the parabola y = x2 from the point (−1, 1) to the 
point (2, 4).  Find the total work done if the motion is caused by the force field 
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jyxiyxyxF 222 3)(),( }}} . Assume that arc is measured in metres and the force is 
measured in Newtons.         (6)   

                    
  b) Find the surface area of the paraboloid  below the plane z = 4. (6)

c) Evaluate   where the region R is in the first quadrant and bounded by 
the circle  and the coordinate axes. (6)

     

UNIT 2

4 a) Suppose that ,  and  , then 
            prove that  if and only if   and
            . (6)

   b) If u (x, y) = , then show that u(x, y) is harmonic in some domain and find 
its harmonic conjugate.                                    (6)

c) Show that  is not differentiable at any point on C.  (6)

5 a) Suppose that   and that   exists at    
            Prove that the first order partial derivatives exist and satisfy Cauchy Riemann
            equations. (5)

   b) If f(z) =     
00

0)( 2

}



zwhen

zwhen
z

z
   then show that )0(f   does not exist. (6) 

c) Using  definition show that    in the open disc | z | < |                 (6)
UNIT 3

6 a) If (x, y) represents a point P with respect to a given coordinate axes and  is a 
representation of P after the axes have been rotated through an angle α, then prove 
that  and (9)

b) Remove xy term from the equation 036724 2 }}} yxy . (9)
                              

7 a) Simplify the equation  by rotation and 
translation of axes (9)   

                                                                    
c) Remove xy term from the equation 1442131031 22 }}} yxyx . (9)

UNIT 4

8 a) Prove that there is a one to one correspondence between any two right cosets of 
H in G. (6)
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  b) If G is a finite group and H is a subgroup of G, then prove that O(H) is a divisor 
of O(G).  (6)

d) Prove that every group of prime order is cyclic. (6)

9 a) Prove that the relation  is an equivalence relation 
(  if (6)

b) Let H and K be two subgroups of G. Prove that HK is a subgroup of G if and 
only if HK = KH. (6)

c)  Prove that a subgroup N of a group G is a normal subgroup of G if and only if the 
product of any two right cosets of N in G is again a right coset of N in G. (6)

UNIT 5
10 a) Let  be a homomorphism of G onto with kernel K, then prove that  (6) 
   
     b) Prove that Sn has as a normal subgroup of index 2, the alternating group An of 

even permilations. (6) 

c) Express the permutation (1 2  3) (4  5) (1 6 7 8 9) (1 5) as a product of disjoint cycles. 
State whether it is even or odd. (6) 

11 a) Prove that Kernel of a homomorphism is a normal subgroup (6) 
   
     b) Prove that set of all inner automorphisms of any group G forms a subgroup of the 

set of all automorphisms of G. (6)

c) Prove that every permutation is a product of its disjoint cycles.                                (6)

*******
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1. a) Evaluate

b) Evaluate the double integral           if R is the region consisting of all 

points (x,y) for which  and .

c) Find  the area of the surface cut from the plane  by the planes

    and 

d) Evaluate

e) Evaluate 

f) Evaluate the line integral    if the curve C is the circular

helix defined by 

g) Given   and  , find the composite function F G and its 
domain.

 h) Define  continuity of a function of n variables.

i) If   = ,  then find  .

j) If G is a finite group and  then prove that  

k) Prove that intersection of two subgroups of a group G is itself a Subgroup of G.

l) If G is a group,  and N(a) = {  then prove that N(a) is a subgroup of G.

m) Let G be the group of real numbers under addition and if   is defined by 
 then show that  is a homomorphism, and find its Kernel.

n) Prove that every permutation is a product of its cycles.

o) If  is a homomorphism of G into  then prove that   the unit element of .

PART B
UNIT 1

2. a) Find an approximate volume of the solid bounded by the surface
              and the planes  and  above 

the xy plane, by taking partition of the region by the lines  
             and the values of the function at the centres of each subregion.  (6)
   

b)  Find the volume of the solid in the first octant bounded by the cone z=r and the 
cylinder . (6) 
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c) Find the area of the surface that is cut from the cylinder  by the 
            planes  and . (6)

3 a) Find the surface area of the paraboloid    below the plane z = 4. (6)   
                    
  b) Find the volume of the solid bounded by the surface  

the planes  and  and the three coordinate  planes. (6)

c) Evaluate      R is the region bounded by the lines  and 
. (6)

     

UNIT 2

4 a) Evaluate   if S is the rectangular parallelopiped bounded by the 
planes  and  and the coordinate planes. (6)

   b) Find the volume of the solid bounded by the paraboloid  and the 
plane z = 8.                                    (6)

c) Suppose a particle moves along a parabola  from the point (-1, 1) to the  
            point (2, 4).  Find the total work done, if the motion is caused by the force field     

  where the arc is measured in metres and the force 
            in newtons. (6)

5 a) Evaluate (6)

   b) Find the volume of the solid in the first octant bounded by the cylinder                  
  and the plane  z = x. (6) 

c) Evaluate the line integral over the curve         

C: the line segment from  to . (6)

UNIT 3

6 a) Let the function f be defined by  .

Show that f is not continuous at (0,0). (6)

b) If u =  find  and   using chain rule. (6)
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c) Find the equation of the tangent plane to the elliptic paraboloid  
at the point (2, 4, 2). Hence find the symmetric equations of the normal line. (6)                              

7 a) Given   find  and (6)   

e) If , then determine the relative extrema of f, 
 if  there are any. (6)

f) Prove that using  definition. (6)

UNIT 4

8 a) State and prove Lagrange’s theorem. (6)

  b) Define normal subgroup. If H is a subgroup of  G and N is a normal subgroup of 
G, then show that  is a normal subgroup of H. (6)

c) For all   prove that (6)

9 a) If H and K are finite subgroups of G of orders  and  respectively. Then 
prove that . (6)

b) Prove that a subgroup N of G is a normal subgroup of G if and only if the product 
            of  two right cosets of N in G is again a right coset of N in G. (6)

c)  Prove that HK is a subgroup of G if and only if HK = KH. (6)

UNIT 5
10 a) If  is a homomorphism of a group G onto a group  with kernel K, then prove 
            that  . (6) 
   
     b) Prove that the set of all inner automorphisms of any group G forms a subgroup 
            of the set of all automorphisms. (6) 

c) Prove that Kernel of a homomorphism is a normal subgroup of G. (6) 

11  a) Let G be a group, prove that the set of all automorphisms of G is also a group. (6) 
   

b) Prove that Sn has as a normal subgroup of index 2 the alternating group An, 
            consisting of all even permutations. (6)

c) i) Compute  where a = (5 7 9),  b = (1 2 3).   
ii) Express (1 2) (1 2 3 ) (1 2) as the product of disjoint cycles.          (6)
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PART A 3x10=30

1. a) Evaluate 

231xdxydydx
 

b) Evaluate the double integral 
}}223RxydA}

. If R is the region consisting of all 

points (x, y) for which 
12x}

 and 
13y

.

c) Find the double integration the area of the region enclosed by one leaf of the rose sin3xx}

d) Evaluate 

2111002yxyxdzdydz}}

e) Evaluate 

42000()xyxyzdzdydz}}}

f) Evaluate 

42/22000dddzxxxx

g) Given 
1()sinFxx}}

 and 
222(,,)4Gxyzxyz}}}

 find the function 
ojFG

 and 
its domain.

h) Given 
22(,)xyfxyxy}}

 find 
(,)(,0)lim(,)xycfxy

 it is exists.

i) Given 
(,,)41(2),fxyzxyznxyz}}

 find 
,,)zfxyz

.

j) If G is finite group and 
aGx

 then prove that 
0()Gae}

k) Show that 
}}():NaxGxaaxx}}

 is a subgroup of a group G.
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l) If G is a group and H is a subgroup of index 2 in G, then prove that H is a normal 
subgroup of G.

m) Compute 
1aba}

 where 
(579)a}

, 
(123)b}

n) Find cycles of the permutation: 

123456789234516789

o) If 
}

 is a homomorphism of G into 
G

, then prove that 
()ee}}

, the unit element 
of 

G
.

PART - B
UNIT-I

2. a) Approximate the volume of the solid in the first octant sphere 
22264xyz}}}

, 
the planes x = 3, y = 3 and the three coordinate planes. To find an approximate 
value of the double integral take a partition of the region in the xy plane formed 
by the lines x =1, x = 2, y = 1 and y = 2, and take 

(,)iixx
 at the centre of the 

vai
 

subregion. (6)

b) Find the volume of the solid bounded by the surface 

22(,)4916xyfxy}}}

, the 

planes x = 3 and y = 2, and the three coordinate planes. (6)

c) Find the area of the region inside the cardioid 
2(1sin)xx}}

.  (6)

3. a) Find the area of the surface cut from the cylinder 
2216xz}}

 by the planes 
x = o, x = 2, y = o and y = 3. (6)

b) Find the volume of the solid in the first octant bounded by the cone zx}

and the cylinder 
3sinxx}

. (6)

c) Evaluate 
sinRxdA

; R is the region bounded by the lines 
2,,2xyxy}}

and
xx}

(6)

UNIT-II

4. a) Find the volume of the solid bounded by the cylinder 
2225xy}}

, the plane 8xyz}}}
 and the xy plane. (6)

b) Evaluate 
sin(),SxyyzdV

if S is the rectangular parallelepiped bounded by the 

planes 
,&23xyzxxx}}}

 and the  coordinate planes. (6)
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c) Evaluate 

/42cos22000sinadddxxxxxxxx
(6)

5. a) Suppose a particle moves along a parabola 
2yx}

 from the point (-1, 1) to the 
point (2, 4). Find the total work done, if the motion is caused by the force field 222(,)()3Fxyxyixyj}}}

 where the arc is measured in metres and the force in 
newtons. (6)

b) Find the mass of the solid hemisphere of radius ‘a’ meters if the volume density at 
any point is proportional to the distance of the point from the axis of the solid and 
is measured in kilograms per cubic meter. (6)

c) Find the volume of the solid bounded by the cylinder 
2225xy}}

, the plane 8xyz}}}
 and the xy plane. (6)

UNIT-III

6. a) Given 

2222()(,)0(,)(0,0)xyxyfxyxyifxy}}}}

(6)

Show that 
1(0,)foyy}}}

 for all y

b) Prove that a differentiable function of two variables is continuous. (6)

d) Given 
,cos,sinuxyzyyzxtytxx}}}}

 find 
urxx

and
utxx

 

using the chain rule. (6)

7. a) Find symmetric equations of the tangent line the curve of intersection of the 
surfaces 

2223249xyz}}}
 and 

222210xyz}}}
 at the point (3, -2, 2) (6)

b) If 
422(,)22fxyxyxy}}}}

 determine the relative extreme of f if there 
are any. (6)

e) Given 
422(,,)322fxyzxxyyyzz}}}}}

 find the vase  of change of 
(,,)fxyz

 
at (1, -2, -1) in the direction of the vector 

22.ijk}}
 (6)

UNIT-IV

8. a) If H is a subgroup of G and N is a normal subgroup of G then prove that 
HN

 
is a normal subgroup of H. (6)

b) State and prove Lagrange’s theorem. (6)

(,)(0,0)ifxy
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c) Prove that HK is a subgroup of G if and only of HK = KH. (6)

9. a) Prove that N is a normal subgroup of G if and only if 
1NggN}}

 
for every 

gGx
    (6)

b)      If G is a finite group whose order is a prime number p, then show that G is a 
cyclic group.       (6 )

c) For all at G, prove that 
}}|(mod)HaxgaxHx}

 (6)

UNIT-V

10. a) Prove that kernel of a homomorphism is a normal subgroup of G. (6)

b) Prove that set of all inner automorphism of any group G forms a subgroup 
of the set of all automorphism. (6)

c) Express (1 2) (1 2 3) (1 2) as the product of disjoint cycles. Find its order. 
Also determine whether it is even or odd.

11. a) Let 
x

 be a homomorphism of G onto 
G

 with kernel K, then prove that

 
GGK

 . (6)

b) Prove that every permutation is a product of disjoint cycles. (6)

c) Let G be the group of positive real number under multiplication and let 
G

 be the 
group of all real numbers under addition. Define 

:GGx
 by 

()logxxx
. 

Show that 
x

 is a homomorphism. Find its kernel. Is it an isomorphism? (6)

*********
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PAPER IV: MULTIPLE INTEGRALS, FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES 
AND GROUP THEORY

Duration: 3 hours                                                                       Max Marks: 120

Note: 1. Answer any TEN questions in Part A.  Each question carries 3 marks.
2. Answer FIVE full questions from Part B choosing ONE full question from 

each unit.

PART A 3x10=30

1. a) Evaluate 

241/yyyxdxdy
 

b) Find the volume of the solid bounded by the surface 2211(,)4,3,2916fxyxyxy}}}}}

 and co-ordinate planes.

p) Find the area of the surface cut from the plane 
24xyz}}}

by the planes 0,1xx}}
 and 

0,1yy}}

q) Evaluate 

/2/3000sinxyyzdzdydxxxx

r) Evaluate 

/2/200cosxzzydydxdzzxx

s) Evaluate 
2��:():,01CydxxdycRttitjt}}}}}}

t) If 
2()log,(,)fttgxyxy}}}

 find domain of 
fog

u) Find the directional derivative of 
22(,)25fxyxy}}

 in the direction of           

v) Find gradient of f at (4, 3) if 
22(,)43fxyxxyy}}}

.

w) Prove that centre of a group G is a subgroup of G.

x) Prove that every subgroup of an abelian group is normal.

y) If G is a finite group and 
aG

, then prove that 
()oGae}

z) If 
:GGx

 is defined by 
2()xxx}

 where G is the group of nonzero real 
numbers with respect to miltiplication,  prove that 

x
  is a homomorphism, and 

find its kernel.

aa) If 
:GGx

 is a homomorphism of groups defined by 
(1)3x}

 then find 
(3)x

 
where 

{0,1,2,3},{1,2,3,4}GG}}
 are groups with respect to  + (mod 4) and 

x(mod 5) respectively.

bb) Find  where (1 2)  and b = (1 5 7 9)

PART - B
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UNIT-I
2. a) Find by double integration, area of the region in xy plane bounded by the curves 2yx}

 and 
24yxx}}

(6)
b) Find the volume of the solid above the xy plane bounded by the elliptic 

paraboloid 
224zxy}}

 and the cylinder 
2244xy}}

(6)
c) Find the area of the region inside the cardioid 

(1s)racox}}
 and outside 

the circle 
ra}

 (6)
3. a) Find the volume of the solid in the 1st octant bounded by 2 cylinders 224xy}}

and 
224xz}}

(6)

b) Find an approximate value of the double integral 
(321)RxydA}}

where R is 

rectangular region having vertices P (0, } 2), Q (3, 0). Take the partition of R 
formed by lines x=1, x=2 and y=} 1 (6)

c) Find the area of the top half of the sphere 
2222xyza}}}

(6)

UNIT-II

4. a) Evaluate 
}}2423Cxydxxxydy}}

 where C consists of the line segment from       

(}  3,} 2) to (1,0) and 1st quadrant arc of the circle 
221xy}}

 from (1, 0) to      
(0, 1) traversed in counter clockwise direction. (6)

b) Find the volume of the solid in the 1st octant bounded by the cylinder 221xy}}
and the plane zx} .

(6)

c) Evaluate the line integral over the curve 
CFdR

, where 

(,)sincos,Fxyyxixj}}
where C: the line segment from 

}},02x
 to 

(,1)x
(6)

5. a) Find the volume of the solid bounded by the cylinder 
2225xy}}

 and the plane 8xyz}}}
 and the xy plane. (6)

f) A homogeneous solid in the shape of a right circular cylinder has a radius of 2m 
and an altitude of 4m. Find the moment of inertia of the solid with respect to its 
axis. (6)

g) Evaluate 

cos43000secarrdzdrdxxxx
(6)

UNIT-III
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6. a) If 

2223(,)(0,0)(,)0(,)(0,0)xyifxyfxyxyifxy}}}

(6)

find whether 
(,)fxy

 is continuous at (0, 0).

b) If  find 
ur

 and 
us

(6)

c) Find the equation of the tangent plane and normal line to the surface 2232xyz}}}
 at 

(2,4,6)}}
(6)

7. a) If 

22(,)xyfxyyx}}

 find 
1122(,),(,),DfxyDfxy

 and
21(,)Dfxy

(6)

b) Find the symmetric equations of the tangent line to the curve of intersection of the 
surfaces 

228xyz}}}
 and 

222xyz}}}}
at 

(2,2,0)}
(6)

c)    Find relative extrema of the function, if any, for 
22(,)642fxyxyxy}}}}

(6)

UNIT-IV

8. a) If H is a nonempty finite subset of a group G and is closed under multiplication, 
prove that H is a subgroup of G. (6)

b) State and prove Lagrange’s Theorem. (6)

c) If N is a normal subgroup of G and H is any subgroup of G, prove that NH is a 
subgroup of G. (6)

9. a) If H is a subgroup of G, prove that any two right cosets of H in G are either 
identical or disjoint (6)

b)      If H and K are 2 subgroups of a group G, prove that 
()()()()OHOKOHKOHK}

   (6 )

c) Prove that a subgroup N of G is normal in G if and only if  every left coset is 
equal to a right coset of N in G. (6)

UNIT-V

10. a) If 
:GGx

 is a homomorphism from G onto 
G

 and K = Ker 
x

, prove that GGK}
(6)

b) Define Automorphism of groups. Prove that 
:GGx

 defined by 
1()xgxggGx}}}

 is an automorphism . (6)

         c) Express the permutation (1 2 3) (4 5) (1 6 7 8 9) (1 8) as the product of disjoint 
cycles. Find its order. State whether it is even or odd. (6)
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11. a) Prove that a homomorphism G into  
G

 is an isomorphism if and only if                     
Ker

x
={e}. (6)

b) Prove that every group is isomorphic to a subgroup of A(S). (6)

c) Prove that the set 
nA

of all even permutations is a normal subgroup of 
nS

, the set 
of all permutations on n symbols.  (6)

**************
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